
Knitted slipper pumps  

Designed By Chrissie Day 



Materials: 
cygnet super rich 4ply,pink 50gms white 
(oddment) 
4mm circular needle  
Gauge:28sts 20rows 10cms yarn doubled 
throughout  
4.50mm circular needles cast on 5 stitches 
each needle using the ‘helsinki method ‘ de-
tails enclosed 
Knit circularly with 2 needles 
Row 1 N1: k2 pm  m1 k1 m1 pm  k2 
Row 1 N2: k2 pm m1 k1 m1 pm k2 
Row 2 N1: k2, pm m1 k3 m1 pm k2 
Row 2 N2: k2, pm m1 k3 m1 pm k2 
Row 3 N1:K2 pm, m1 k5 m1 pm k2 
Row 3 N2: K2 pm, m1 k5 m1 pm k2 
Row 4 N1 K2 pm, m1 k7 m1 pm k2 
Row 4 N2 K2 pm, m1 k7 m1 pm k2 
Row 5 N1 K2 pm, m1 k9 m1 pm k2 
Row 5 N2 K2 pm, m1 k9 m1 pm k2 
Row 6 N1 K2 pm, m1 k11m1 pm k2 17sts 
Row 6 N2 K2 pm, m1 k11 m1 pm k2 17sts 
KNIT WITHOUT INCREASING FOR 10 



 

*Row 1 P 2, p2tog, p26, p2 tog, p2, 32sts 
Row 2 K2, K2tog, K24, K2tog, K2* 
Rep                                                                          
repeat from * to * until 26sts remain 
Work 12 rows in stocking stitch ---these rows 
determine finished length of slipper 12rows is 
size 4/5,   16rows  5/6,  18rows  7/8 
Next row k2 m1 work to last 2 stitches m1 k2  
28sts 
Shaping heel  
K13,k2tog, k13        27sts 
P12 p2tog, p13         26sts 
K12.k2tog, k12        25sts 
P11,p2tog, p12         24sts 
K11,k2tog, k11        22 sts 
K11 now hold needles parallel  to each other 
and do a 3 needle bind off 
Thread cut end through work 
Attached icord edging can be in coordinat-
ing colour or same  
Using size 4mm dpn cast on 4 stsitches and 
starting at the heel and working clockwise 



around the slipper picking up 1 stitch at end 
of every row giving you 5sts each row knits 
as k3 k2tbl continue like this until heel is 
reached cast off and stitch down to behind 
start of attached icord 
 

Front bow  
cast on 13 sts 
8 rows sts st 
Bring 2nd colour in and alternate colours on 
stitch row using slip stitch techniques 
Work 3 rows 
Decreasing row 
K2 tog all along row 
P2tog all along row 
Work 3 rows alternating colours in st st 
Increase row k1f&b in each stitch alternating 
colours 
Increase row pi f&b alternating colours all 
along row 13 sts 
Work 8 rows st sts in main colour only 
Cast off and attach to pump front by stitching. 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This work is licenced under the Creative Com-
mons Attribution-Non-Commercial-No Deriva-
tive Works 3.0 Unported License. To view a copy 
of this licence, visit http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/ or send a letter to Creative 
Commons, 171 Second Street, Suite 300, San 
Francisco, California 94105, USA. 
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